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The micro-mechanical behavior of granular materials can be readily modeled with the discrete
element method (DEM). From the structure of a static granular solid, we derive the fabric, the
stress- and the stiffness tensors in average over a sub-set of interacting particles. Starting from
a linear expansion of the interaction potential around static equilibrium, stress and stiffness can
be derived from the principle of virtual displacement. The approach includes both normal and
tangential forces, and the influence of both on the material properties and the flow behavior is
discussed separately. In particular, we present relations for the evolution of both deviatoric fabric
and stress with deviatoric deformation.

1 Introduction
The macroscopic description of the material behavior of granular materials like sand is one of
todays great challenges in material science and physics. Granular are discontinuous, i.e. inhomo-
geneous, nonlinear, disordered, and anisotropic, on a “microscopic” scale. However, continuum
models are applied in large scale industrial design of, e.g., silos.

The rich phenomenology observed in granular matter is due to the changing contact network of
the structure formed by the grains, but also due to the inhomogeneous stress distribution in granular
assemblies and the corresponding force-networks. There are always large fluctuations of contact
forces and a reorganization of the network due to deformation typically leads to a re-structuring of
those. When an initially isotropic contact network is deformed, the result is likely to be anisotropic.
Bringing all this “microscopic” information all the way up to a macroscopic description via a so-
called micro-macro model is one issue of this paper. We do not review the existing literature in this
field here, rather we point the readers attention to the books by (Herrmann et al., 1998; Vermeer
et al., 2001; Kishino, 2001) and some references by various groups (Chang and Ma, 1991; Babić,
1997; Bagi, 1999; Oda and Iwashita, 2000; Bardet and Vardoulakis, 2001; Suiker et al., 2001;
Luding and Herrmann, 2001; Peters and Horner, 2002; Goldhirsch and Goldenberg, 2002; Kruyt,
2003; Luding et al., 2003; Madadi et al., 2004; Luding, 2004; Luding, 2004b) and the references
therein.

In the following, a micro-macro formulation based on the virtual displacement ansatz for single
contacts is presented as a modular formalism, and the numerical method of discrete element sim-
ulations, see e.g. (Oda and Iwashita, 2000; Thornton, 2000; Lätzel et al., 2000), is used to obtain
data to compare the macroscopic formulation with. We report the stress-, fabric- and stiffness-
tensor component behavior under shear. Furthermore, the anisotropy of the packing and the issue
of anisotropic continuum theories is adressed for the set-up used.

2 Micro-macro transition for one contact
For single contacts, the contact force law is reformulated in terms of potential energy density,
contact stress, (elastic, reversible) deformation, and stiffness. Since these (tensorial) quantities are
associated with single contacts, averages over them can be taken in a variety of ways. Note that the
single-contact stresses, for example, do not constitute a macroscopic stress, but they are at the very
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basis of the micro-macro transition, in so far that they contain the “microscopic” contact laws, and
can be easily generalized to three dimensions.

The vector that connects the centers of mass ��� and ��� of two particles, with radius � , is the
so-called branch vector  "!#�$�"%&��� , with the zero-force (contact) distance '�!)(  *(*!,+-�.�0/1�2�43 , the
particle radii � � and � � , and the corresponding unit vector 56 !7 98:' , see also subsection 4.2. The
overlap of the two particles is, in normal direction, ;<!= "%>+-�$�$/?�2�43 56 !A@�B�CEDF �G corresponding
to an elastic (reversible) deformation relative to the touching point. This corresponds to a degen-
erate tensor of rank two, B:CH!I56 +�56 D�BJ3 , where the dot is the inner (scalar) tensor product that
leads to a reduction of the rank by two (no point corresponds to the outer (dyadic) product which
leads to a tensor of rank equal to the sum of the two neighboring tensors). The elastic, reversible
displacement in tangential direction KL!A@�BJMNDF �G with B�M$! 5OQP + 5ORP DSBJ3 , (also relative to a stress-free
configuration) is irrelevant for perfectly smooth particles, but has to be taken into account for
rough surfaces. Thus,BT! U ' 56 56 / V ' 5OQP 56 G (1)

with 5ORP @W!XKY8�( KE( , is the state variable conjugate to the stress – at least for the linear force model
discussed here – for more details see (Luding, 2004; Luding, 2004b).

The tensor B , which defines a deformation relative to the stress-free configuration, is not neces-
sarily small since overlaps and tangential displacements are not restricted a-priori. In contrast, a
virtual, small (infinitesimal) change of the deformation is given byZ  �![ ]\�%^ _!A@�`aDQ �b Z ;c/ Z Kd! Z:U 56 / Z V 5O G (2)

where the prime denotes the value after the deformation tensor ` , as discussed in the next subsec-
tion, is applied. Note that the vectors 5O and 5ORP are not parallel, in general.

2.1 Small changes of the branch vector
Given a small, global deformation of the granular packing, the branch vectors will change, but the
local deformation is typically different from the global. The local change,

Z  , can be split in two
components, one parallel to 56 , the other one perpendicular to it. The components of the normal
change of  are, expressed in index notation where summation over equal indices is implied,Z:Ufe ! Z ' Ce ![g e g0h�i*h�j�' jAk (3)

Accordingly, the tangential components areZ V e ! Z ' Me !>l e l�h�i*h�j�' j G (4)

with the intrinsic definition of the tensor l e lmh perpendicular to g e g0h . (The tensor g e g0h is a de-
generate, one-dimensional tensor with eigen-direction parallel to 56 and trace unity.)

2.2 Small changes of the potential energy density
The potential energy density for one contact with linear normal and tangential springs is:n @W! npo ! qr�s o tQu ; � / u M K �Rv G (5)

where
u

and
u M are the spring stiffness in normal and tangential direction, respectively (the pre-

factors of the quadratic term in a series expansion of the interaction potential), and the volume
s o

is not specified here, see (Luding, 2004), since it disappears during averaging, in many cases. A
small displacement of one pair of particles leads to the change in potential energy densityZ n ! Z n C / Z n M b qs o tQu UwZ ' C / u M V e�Z ' Me v b qs o�xzy DQ`{DF |G (6)

with the actual force x ! u ;}/ u M K , the force after displacement x \N! x / Z x , and the meanxzy !~+ x / x \�3�8 r . (The asterisk is dropped in the following for the sake of simplicity implying:x b x y ). Note the nice symmetry of the problem with respect to an exchange of the present
configuration (unprimed) and the deformed configuration (primed).
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2.3 The stress tensor from a static contact
From the potential energy density, we obtain the transposed stress from the response to a virtual
deformation by differentiation of n with respect to the deformation tensor components� h e ! � n� i e h ! qs o�� e '�h k (7)

For the result in Eq. (7), the partial derivative of the displacement vector with respect to the de-
formation tensor was replaced by the branch vector component and the identity tensors

q eJ� q h:� ;
higher order terms in Eq. (6) were neglected. Both  and ; are parallel to 56 and K is parallel to5O P , so that one can rewrite the stress tensor� e h ! u ' Us o g e g0h�/ u M ' Vs o g e l Ph G (8)

and the stress increment tensorZ � e h b u ' Z�Us o g e g0h�/ u M�' Z Vs o g e l�h�G (9)

with
U !�(�;7( , Z:U !�( Z ;�( , V !�( Ka( , and

Z V !�( Z KE( . Note that the dyadic product of the nor-
mal vectors g e g0h is symmetric (and degenerate one-dimensional) by definition. In 2D, one hasg e l Ph !���g e l�h , where the tensor objects are typically non-symmetric and traceless. The stress
relations above are similar to those obtained earlier in the literature for many particle contacts
(Bardet and Vardoulakis, 2001; Lätzel et al., 2000; Rothenburg and Selvadurai, 1981; Bathurst
and Rothenburg, 1988; Bardet and Proubet, 1991; Bagi, 1996; Liao and Chang, 1997; Kruyt and
Rothenburg, 1998; Kruyt and Rothenburg, 2001; Ball and Blumenfeld, 2002; Kruyt, 2003).

2.4 The stiffness tensor from a static contact
The partial derivative of the stress tensor with respect to the deformation leads to the single-contact
stiffness� e h�j4�{!�� � e h� i4�Sj ! ' �s o tQu g e g0h�g j g$��/ u M g e l�h2g j lm� v G (10)

where the changes of the deformation in normal and tangential direction were used. The additional
derivative which should occur in Eq. (10) leads to terms proportional to

U 8:' , which are neglected
in the following, since the overlap is typically much smaller than the distance between the particle
centers.

Note that the stiffness tensor in Eq. (10) is similar to the results in the literature, see e.g. (Liao
and Chang, 1997; Kruyt and Rothenburg, 1998), but here the contribution of a single contact only
is given. In the next section, the relations are provided for many particles inside larger averaging
volumes.

3 Volume averaging
In this section, averages over the single-contact tensors from the previous section are taken, for
the sake of completeness, to be compared to the previous literature, see e.g. (Rothenburg and
Selvadurai, 1981; Liao and Chang, 1997; Kruyt and Rothenburg, 1998; Lätzel et al., 2000). Note
that we focus here on those quantities that can be obtained from static snapshots and do not rely
on (real) displacements, see (Luding, 2004; Luding, 2004b) for more details.

For the sake of simplicity, the simplest averaging approach is used here, i.e. a contact is taken
into account if the corresponding particle center lies within the averaging volume. This corre-
sponds to a pre-averaging over single particles and then subsequent averaging over the particles in
the volume. Cast into an equation this reads� !�� ��� ! qsc������ s � � � G (11)

where
�

is the quantity to be averaged and
� � !�+ q 8 s � 3��?�
�o�  � s o � o is the pre-averaged particle

quantity with the contact quantity
� o

. Here, the sub-script ¡£¢ s denotes the particle-in-volume
averaging procedure. As the simplest example, the volume fraction ¤ is thus obtained from

� � ! q .
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3.1 The Fabric Tensor
For one particle with

� �
contacts, the fabric tensor is defined as the sum, over all contacts, of the

dyadic product formed by the normal vectors:¥ �e h ! � ��o]  � g e g0hfG (12)

with the trace tr ¦ � ! ¥ �jSj ! � � . In a large volume, with some distribution of particle radii, the
relation between trace of fabric, density and average contact number

�
is according to (Madadi

et al., 2004):
¥ eJe ![§J�*¤ � , with the average fabric¥ e h¨! qs©������ s �¨�
��o�  � g e g0hfG (13)

and the correction factor§J�ªb q /�« ¬ ® ��¯� � � % qR° G (14)

dependent on the first three moments of the size distribution �p± (with
u ! q G r G ¬ ), see the study

by (Madadi et al., 2004). In brief, §�� corrects for the fact that the coordination number of dif-
ferent sized particles is proportional to their surface area, so that a monodisperse packing has§ � ! q

, whereas a polydisperse packing has § �E² q with magnitude increasing with the width of
the size distribution. Thus, a polydisperse packing has a higher contact number density than a
monodisperse system of comparable density. It was shown recently that the correction, as tested
for frictionless systems (Madadi et al., 2004), is also relevant for frictional packings (Luding,
2004; Luding, 2004b).

3.2 The Stress Tensor
In the averaging volume

s
, one obtains the approximate (averaged) macroscopic stress from Eqs.

(8) and (11) so that:� e h¨! qs³������ � ��o]  � ' oe � oh G (15)

with the center to contact branch vector  o . The particle volumes (and the arbitrary averaging
volumes introduced for the single-particle relations) cancel due to the volume weight in Eq. (11).

3.3 The stiffness tensor
The stiffness tensor for spherical (disk) particles with branch vectors from the center to the contact-
partner 'N!=' o , and identical spring constants

u ! u o and
u M$!)+ u M�3 o , is equivalently:� e h�j4�{! qs ������ ® u ��o]  � +-' � 8 r 3�g oe g oh g oj g o� / u M ��o]  � +-' � 8 r 3�g oe l oh g oj l o� ° G (16)

where the two contributions from normal and tangential springs will be examined separately below.
Note the factor

q 8 r for the contribution from each of the two contacting particles, which could be
replaced by ��8:' or

r � � 8:' � for mono-sized particles. For the rather narrow size-distribution used
below, we selected empirically the simplest choice. Again this result can already be found in the
literature (Liao and Chang, 1997; Kruyt and Rothenburg, 1998) in similar form, however, we
provide it here again, for the sake of completeness, in our nomenclature. More details and results
on periodic lattices will be presented in a forthcoming paper (Luding, 2004b).
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4 Simulation Results
4.1 Model System
The discrete element model (DEM) (Herrmann et al., 1998; Vermeer et al., 2001; Cundall and
Strack, 1979; Bashir and Goddard, 1991; van Baars, 1996; Oda and Iwashita, 2000; Thornton,
2000; Thornton and Antony, 2000; Oda and Iwashita, 2000; Kruyt and Rothenburg, 2001) is briefly
introduced in this section, for more details see the papers (Luding and Herrmann, 2001; Luding
et al., 2003; Madadi et al., 2004; Luding, 2004; Luding, 2004b)

The “experiment” chosen is the biaxial box set-up, where the left and bottom walls are fixed,
and stress- or strain-controlled deformation is applied to the side- and top-wall, respectively. In
the first case a wall is subject to a pre-defined pressure, in the second case, the wall is subject to a
pre-defined strain. In a typical “experiment”, the top wall is slowly shifted downwards, while the
right wall moves stress controlled, dependent on the force

¥ +´l93 exerted on it by the material in the
box. The (strain-controlled) position of the top wall is a cosine function that is chosen in order to
allow for a smooth start-up and finish of the motion so that shocks and inertia effects are reduced,
however, the shape of the function is arbitrary as long as it is smooth and the deformation is slow.

4.2 Discrete Particle Model
The elementary units of granular materials are mesoscopic grains which deform under stress. Since
the realistic modeling of the deformations of the particles is much too complicated, we relate the
normal interaction force to the overlap

U
of two particles. Note that the evaluation of the inter-

particle forces based on the overlap may not be sufficient to account for the inhomogeneous stress
distribution inside the particles. Consequently, our results presented below are of the same quality
as the simple assumptions about the force-overlap relation.

If all forces xzµ acting on the particle ¶ , either from other particles, from boundaries or from
external forces, are known, the problem is reduced to the integration of Newton’s equations of
motion for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom· µ d �

d l � � µ ! x�µ G and ¸ µ d �
d l ��¹ µ ! O µ (17)

with the mass · µ of particle ¶ , its position � µ the total force xzµ !>� o x oµ acting on it due to contacts
with other particles or with the walls, its moment of inertia ¸ µ , its angular velocity º µ ! d ¹ µ 8 d l
and the total torque

O µ !7� o  oµ¼» x oµ .
Two particles ¶ and ½ interact only if they are in contact so that their overlap

U @W!¾% 56 D4; is
positive. The force on particle ¶ , from particle ½ can be decomposed into a normal and a tangential
part, where the simplest normal force is a linear spring and a linear dashpot� Cµ ! u U /1¿ PaÀU (18)

with spring constant
u

and some damping coefficient ¿ P . The half-period of a vibration around the
equilibrium position can be computed, and one obtains a typical response time l o !  8�Á , with Á&!Â + u 8 · µÄÃ 3_%&Å �P , the eigenfrequency of the contact, the reduced mass · µÄÃ ! · µ · Ã 8�+ · µ / · Ã 3 ,
and the rescaled damping coefficient Å P !7¿ P 8�+ r · µÄÃ 3 . The energy dissipation during a collision,
as caused by the dashpot, leads to a restitution coefficient Æa!�%YÇ \C 8�Ç C !=ÈRÉ�Ê_+�%ËÅ P l o 3 , where the
prime denotes the normal velocity after a collision. Details about the implementation of alternative
contact models and tangential contact force laws for x Mµ can be found in (Luding et al., 2003;
Luding, 2004; Luding, 2004b).

4.3 Parameters and initial configuration
The system examined in the following contains Ì}! q*ÍJÎ�Ï particles with radii � µ randomly drawn
from a homogeneous distribution between � min ! Ï k Î¼qSÏ�Ð ¯ m and � max ! q k Î¼qSÏ�Ð ¯ m. The masses
of the cylindrical particles with height ÑÒ! r k ÏªqSÏ Ð�Ó m are · µ !ÕÔ  Ñ�� �µ , with the density ÔÖ!r k Ï¼qSÏ ¯ kg m

Ð ¯ . The total mass of the particles in the system is thus ×Øb Ï k ÏJÏ�rJÙ kg with the typical
reduced mass of a pair of particles with mean radius, · �]��b Ï k Ù�ÚÛqSÏ�Ð
Ü kg. The wall properties
are · w ! qSÏ Ð�Ó

kg and ¿ w ! r
kg s

Ð � . If not explicitly mentioned, the material parameters areu ! qSÏJÝ
N m

Ð � , ¿ P !)¿ M ! Ï k Ï�r kg s
Ð � , and ¿ b ! qSÏ Ð Ý

kg s
Ð � , Þß! Ï k Î , and

u M 8 u ! Ï k r . This
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leads to a typical contact duration l o ! Ï káà rÛqSÏ�Ð Ý s and a restitution coefficient of Æ{! Ï káà Í , with
the integration time-step used

Z lFâfã7! Ï k r¼qSÏ Ð
Ü s. The choice of parameters is rather arbitrary,
however, the finding below that the stiffness tensor scales with the spring contstant rectifies it
a-posteriori. Additional simulations (not shown here) also confirm this statement. Note that the
choice of the stiffness and a possible non-linear force law is more important for dynamic systems
for, e.g., sound propagation than for the quasi-static system presented here.

Initially, the particles are randomly distributed in a huge box, with rather low overall density.
Then the box is compressed with isotropic pressure ¡£![¡ x !#¡ z, in order to achieve an initial
condition as isotropic as feasible; there is remainig anisotropy of the order of a few per-cent in
some situations, however. This configuration is relaxed until the kinetic energy is several orders
of magnitude smaller than the potential contact energy. Starting from the relaxed, isotropic initial
configuration, the strain is applied to the top wall and the response of the system is examined,
while the side wall is still pressure controlled.

4.4 Averaged Quantities
In the following, simulation results are presented for various side pressures ¡ . Averages are per-
formed such that parts of the system close to the walls are disregarded in order to avoid boundary
effects. This means, that the averaging volume is only 64 per-cent of the total volume. A particle
contact is taken into account for the average if the corresponding particle-center lies within the
averaging volume

s
.

4.4.1 Density and volumetric strain
The first quantity of interest is the density (volume fraction) ¤ and, related to it, the volumetric
strain ä � ! U s 8 s . From the averaged data, we evidence initial compression for small deforma-
tions and for larger side pressures, see Fig. 1. This initial regime follows strong dilation, for all
pressures, until a quasi-steady-state critical flow regime is reached, where the density is almost
constant besides a weak tendency towards further dilation.
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Figure 1: (Left) Volumetric strain i � – negative values mean compression whereas positive values
correspond to dilation – and (Right) Deviatoric strain i ã !)i4åæåË%çi*èSè , both plotted against the
vertical strain i:å9å . The lines correspond to %�+ r 8 ¬ 3mi:åæå and +´é28 ¬ 3mi�å9å , respectively.

The second quantity of interest is the deviatoric strain i ã that quantifies the amount of shear the
medium undergoes in addition – and independently – of the compression/dilatancy. Initially, one
has i:ãLb�% r i � , but the deviation is stronger and begins earlier with decreasing side pressure.

An initially dilute granular medium (weak confining pressure) thus shows dilation from the
beginning, whereas a denser granular material (strong confining pressure) can be compressed even
further by the relatively strong external forces before dilation starts. The range of density changes
is about 0.02 in volume fraction and spans 2-3 % changes in volumetric strain, for the parameters
used here. The material undergoes continuous shear – due to the boundary conditions chosen –
where the shear is stronger and grows faster for smaller confining stress ¡ , i.e. for larger ¡ , the
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material is more resistant to shear.

4.4.2 Fabric Tensor
The fabric tensor is computed according to Eq. (13), and its isotropic and deviatoric contributions
are displayed in Fig. 2. The isotropic contribution is scaled by the prediction from (Madadi et al.,
2004), and the deviation from the prediction is between one to three percent, where the larger side
pressure data are in better agreement (smaller deviation). Note that the correction due to the factor§ � corresponds to about nine per-cent, and that the data are taken in the presence of friction, in
contrast to the simulations by (Madadi et al., 2004).

The anisotropy of the granular packing is quantified by the deviatoric fabric, as displayed in its
scaled form in Fig. 2. The anisotropy is initially of the order of a few percent – thus the initial
configurations are not perfectly isotropic. With increasing deviatoric deformation, the anisotropy
grows, reaches a maximum and then saturates on a lower level in the critical state flow regime.
The relative anisotropy is stronger and grows faster for smaller side pressure, whereas the non-
scaled fabric deviator, astonishingly, grows to values around

Ï k ÎJÙ � Ï k Ï ¬ , independently of the
side pressure (data not shown here, see (Luding, 2004) for details).
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Figure 2: (Left) Quality factor for the trace of the fabric tensor scaled by the analytical prediction§��*¤ � from (Madadi et al., 2004), for different pressures ¡ , as function of vertical deformation.
(Right) Deviatoric fraction of the fabric tensor from the same simulations plotted against the de-
viatoric deformation.

Using the definition � ã?@W! dev ¦ê8 tr ¦ , one finds that the deviatoric fabric approaches a maximal
value close to � maxã +�¤�G�¡03 tr ¦¾b Ï k Ù , see (Luding, 2004), a function of, at least, density and confin-
ing stress, which varies only very weakly with ¡ . The question examined in the following is: How
does the fabric approach the “yield-limit” � ã7ë � maxã +�¤�G�¡.3 . Based on the numerical simulations,
and related to experimental observations, see section 5.2.3 in the paper by (Calvetti et al., 1997),
we propose the following differential equation, which describes an exponential approach of the
deviatoric fabric to its limit value:� � ã� i ã ![ì
íH+ � maxã % � ã 3AG (19)

where ìpí=!~ì
íY+W¡.3 is a material parameter that depends only weakly on ¡ ( ì$í�+W¡?! r�ÏJÏ 3abà r ), and the deviatoric deformation i ã !�i�å9å�%di*èSè is introduced. This equation is solved byq %L+ � ã 8 � maxã 3"![ÈRÉ�ÊE+�%Yì
í�i ã 3 , in agreement with the simulation data for i ã ë Ï k Ï ¬ , with an er-
ror margin of about five per-cent. When the maximal anisotropy is reached, the behavior changes
possibly due to shear band localization, and � maxã is reduced to its critical state value � critã . Remark-
able is here that both � maxã tr ¦ and � critã tr ¦ are only very weakly dependent on ¡ .

The formulation of a more general constitutive law for arbitrary orientation of the deformation
direction relative to the direction of the fabric eigen-values is far from the scope of this paper.
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4.4.3 Stress tensor
The behavior of the stress is displayed in Fig. 3, where the isotropic stress + q 8 r 3 tr î is plotted in
units of ¡ , and the deviatoric fraction is plotted in units of the normal stress. Note that the tangen-
tial forces do not contribute to the isotropic stress here since its entries compensate. From Fig. 3,
we evidence that both normal contributions, the non-dimensional trace and the non-dimensional
deviator behave similarly, independent of the side pressure: Starting from an initial value, a maxi-
mum is approached – where the maximum is only weakly dependen on ¡ – the approach is faster
for lower ¡ . After the maximum is reached, the stresses approaches a smaller value in the critical
state flow regime.
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Figure 3: Non-dimensional stress tensor contributions for different ¡ . The isotropic (Left) and the
deviatoric fractions (Right) are displayed as functions of the vertical displacement.

Using the definitions ï � @W! tr î�8�+ r ¡.3p% q and ï ã @W! dev îË8 tr î , the maximal (non-dimensional)
isotropic and deviatoric stresses are ï max� b Ï káà � Ï k q and ï maxã b Ï k é�� Ï k Ï�r , respectively, with a
rather large error margin. The corresponding values at critical state flow are ï o � b q k é�� Ï k q andï o ã b Ï k rJÍ � Ï k Ï é .

The isotropic stress � � ! tr î�8 r (data not shown here) is appropriately described (for small
anisotropy) by an empirical fit � � ! �
ð +�¤w%L¤ ð 3 ð , with the values �Nð 8 u C ! q k r ¬ � Ï k q à , ¤ ð !Ï káà Î�Ï � Ï k ÏJÏ�q , and Ññ! q k rJÙ � Ï k Ï�Ù . Note the rather large uncertainty and also the fact that, e.g.,¤ ð is a function of the history of the sample. For densities smaller than ¤ ð , there is no stable static
configuration observed.
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Figure 4: Non-dimensional deviatoric stresses for different ¡ . (Left) The approach to ï maxã is shown
in semi-logarithmic scale. (Right) The tangential contribution to the stress is displayed as function
of the vertical deformation, scaled by the isotropic stress.
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The evolution of the deviatoric stress fraction, ï ã , as function of i ã is displayed in Fig. 4, for
small i:ã , in semi-logarithmic scale, indicating an exponential approach towards the maximum,
which is described by the differential equation� ï ã� i�ã !=ìpò.+�ï maxã %^ï ã 3¨G (20)

where ìNòz!>ìNò4+W¡.3 is a material parameter decaying with increasing ¡ roughly as ì_òzb1¡ Ð ��ó�� .
The deviatoric stress from the tangential forces shows a maximum that is increasing with ¡ , so

that friction is more important for larger side pressure. For ¡ñ! r�Ï and
Î�ÏJÏ

, the peak stress due to
frictional forces is about

q 8 qSÏ and
q 8 Î of the normal stress contribution, respectively.

4.4.4 Stiffness tensor
Given an arbitrary deformation, the stiffness tensor relates the stress changes to the deformationZ � e h�! � e h�j4��i*j4�Y/ Z � ò Mõô�ö o M-÷e h G (21)

where the first term corresponds to the elastic (reversible) structural anisotropy, and the second
term contains the stress changes due to a change in structure. The stiffness tensor entries

� e h�j4�
were discussed in detail in (Luding, 2004), where it was concluded that there are typically only
three different moduli

� �Û@W! � èSèSèSè , øÕ@W! � èSè*åæå¼! � å9å9èSè , and

� �Y@W! � å9å9å9å due to normal forces,
in the coordinate system of the biaxial box. Tensor entries with an odd number of indices are
practically zero. The stiffness entries due to the tangential forces could be related to these three
moduli. In the following, we focus on the first term in Eq. (21), and rewrite it in terms of � � ,� ã , i � , and i:ã , where the indices

s
and ù denote the isotropic and the deviatoric contributions,

respectively. In the biaxial box system, where the eigensystem of the tensors is oriented according
to the wall geometry, a scalar formulation is possible for the isotropic stress:Z � � ! Z � eJe 8 r !7ú¾û�i � /�üú i ãªý / Z � ò Mõômö o M-÷eJe G (22)

with i � !,+ q 8 r 3R+-i*èSè�/1i4å9å43 , i ã !Õ+ q 8 r 3R+-i4å9åª%£i*èSè�3 , and the isotropic compression modulus ú�!+ � �
/ � �0/ r ø{3�8 r that reacts to an isotropic deformation, and the anisotropic modulus ü !�+ � ��%� �Q3�8 r that reacts to a deviatoric deformation. And for the deviatoric stress one has:Z � ã ! Z + � åæåÛ% � èSè�328 r !=ú û üú i � / ú,% r øú i ã ýÒ/ Z � ò Mõô�ö o M-÷ã G
with the anisotropic shear modulus þ�!X+ � �p/ � ��% r ø{3�8 r !dú=% r ø that reacts to an anisotropic
deformation. Thus the anisotropic, elastic material behavior is described (in the biaxial cartesian
coordinates) by the compression modulus ú and the two dimensionless numbers ü 8:ú that quan-
tifies anisotropy, and þw8:ú that quantifies biaxial shear strength. In the special case of an isotropic
material ( ü ! Ï

), one gets the standard linear (incremental) elastic behavior
Z � � !�ú�i � andZ � ã !�+-ú)% r ø{3mi ã . For the more general anisotropic material, isotropic and deviatoric stresses

are coupled to both isotropic and deviatoric deformations.
From the numerical simulations (data not shown here), the relations úX!Õ+ r u 8  §�ÿ¼3 ¥ � , ø{8:ú,!§��?!�§�C� /d§ M� and ü 8:ú~b � ã are evidenced, so that the above equations (22) and (23) can be

rephrased in terms of the isotropic and deviatoric fabric components using the non dimensional
stress � y ! � +  §�ÿÛ8 r u 3 and disregarding the structural terms:Z � y� ! ¥ � +-i � / � ã i ã 3 and

Z � yã ! ¥ � + � ã i � /7+ q % r §��z3mi ã 3 k
as recently proposed in similar form by (M. Lätzel, PhD-thesis, Univ. Stuttgart, 2003). Note that§�ÿ1b q k Ï�Î � Ï k Ï�q is empirical, but does not change during the large deformations applied – and it
is practically pressure independent. In contrast, §�C� b Ï k rJÎ é�� Ï k ÏJÏ�q increases during shear up to
a maximum of

Ï k r�Ú é�� Ï k ÏJÏ�q , and reaches intermediate values in the critical state shear regime;
however, it is also independent of ¡ . The tangential contribution is here § M��� %ËÞÛ+ u M 8 u 3]§�C� , so that
one has

q % r §��£b q %?+ q %£Þ u M 8 u 3�8 r b Ï k ÎJÎ for the parameters used here. The relation + ü 8:ú�3"b
9



� ã + q � Ï k Ï�q 3 is true in the initial deformation regime and becomes somewhat less reliable for
larger deformations, corresponding to large � ã , and for larger ¡ . Note that the tangential forces
seemingly do not contribute to either ú or ü , only þ is affected.

Note that the formulation of a more general constitutive law for arbitrary orientation of the
deformation direction relative to the direction of the fabric eigen-values is far from the scope of
this paper.

5 Summary and Conclusion
From the presented data, it can be concluded that there are basically only three different quantities
in the stiffness tensor, scaling with the microscopic spring stiffness used for the simulation, which
quantify the stress response of a static granular packing – disregarding changes of the structure.

All stress responses are proportional to the isotropic fabric
¥ � . The isotropic stress is pro-

portional to the isotropic deformation and a compression modulus ú , but also to the deviatoric
deformation times the anisotropic modulus ü , if the material is already anisotropic, as quantified
by � ã . The anisotropic stress response is proportional to the biaxial shear modulus þ and the de-
viatoric deformation, but it is also proportional to the isotropic deformation times the anisotropic
modulus ü .

Furthermore, two simple constitutive relations for the evolution of the deviatoric fabric and
stress with the deviatoric deformation are proposed. In both cases, the limit deviator magnitude is
approached exponentially fast. The microscopic and structural reasons for the limits in anisotropy
are unclear as well as the detailed relations between stress, strain, and anisotropy, especially in the
presence of structural changes.
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